Authenticated Synchronized Solution
round k message is good if it is of the correct form and has k different signatures A state of a general consists of:
v i an initial value; V i set of values, initially {v i }; d i a decision value, initially undefined; r i integers, initially 1; Msg i a set messages, initially {v i } signed by i; U i set of (received) messages, initially ∅; at round k: a general sends messages it receives w/o its signature; V i maintains values received in good messages; at last round:
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Authenticated BA: The Protocol
The state machine of each general is described by:
(send) broadcast every message in Msg i (receive) receive(u 1 , . . . , u ); store in U i (local)
where:
Correctness Claim: If a value v is received in a (good) message sent by a non-faulty process, v ∈ V i for all non-faulty processes i at the end of round f + 1, Note: v is first received in a good message at round f + 1 ⇒last process to sign it is non-faulty Claim: At the end of f + 1 rounds, all non-faulty processes have the same V i .
Proof: If a non-faulty process i adds a value v to V i before round f + 1, then it broadcasts it and by previous claim all non-faulty processes have that value in their V s. If i adds v to V i at round f + 1, then it follows that it was sent by a good process so all non-faulty processes receive it and add it to their V s.
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Correctness and Complexity
Corollary: The protocol is correct 
